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ABSTRACT

A numerical investigation was conducted on the laminar fluid flow and heat transfer in a

two dimensional cavity with one inlet opening and one outlet opening enclosing stacks of
heat generating bodies. A two-dimensional domain was used to simulate a valve hall

found in the Dorsey conveúer station owned and operated by Manitoba Hydro. The

Navier-stokes equations and energy equations were solved using the computational

Fluid Dynamics (cFD) code cFX-TASCflow. The computer code uses a finite volume

method of solution and is based on a finite element approach for representing the

geomefty. The computed effects on the velocity and temperature distributions caused by

the number of towers, the position of the tower within the cavìty, the size of tower, the

coolant mass flow rate, and the location ofinlet and outlet ports were studied. To present

the results in a generalized format, dimensionless parameters were derived and isotherm

plots and velocity vector plots based on tle results are shown.

Three different geometries were studied: Geometry i was a single tower formed by four

blocks. Twenty-six diffe¡ent cases were solved for Geornet¡J¡ 1 . Six different locations of
the stack within the domain we¡e studied. As well, passive convection and mixed

convection were studied. Different locations of the inlet and outlet ports were examined.

Twenty cases were solved for geometry 2 which was a single towe¡ formed by nine

blocks. Two different positions of the tower in the cavity were examined.. passive

convection was studied for the two positions and two different inlet mass flow rates were

examined corresponding to Reo:100 and225. Again, different positions ofthe inlet and

outlet ports were studied. Geometry 3 had three towers each formed by nine blocks.

Passive convection and mixed convection were examined. The location of inlet and

outlet ports was the main focus for geometry 3. Air was used as the coolant @r = 0.7) for

all cases.

It was found that the location of the tower has a significant impact on the velocity and

temperature distribution in the domain and especially on the tower. The tower location

that provided the lowest maximum tempe¡ature was the location that maximized the air



flowing around and in between the channels formed by the blocks. This only became

evídent once the cases were run and compared.

The influence of the inlet mass flow rate was also examined in the study. In most cases,

increased flow rates resulted in higher velocities, and consequently, improved cooling

characteristics. However, there were cases were passive convection provided better

cooling than mixed convection. Again, this would not have been known or predicted

without numerical modeling in TASCflow.
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NOMENCLATURT

a1 defines inlet size

ttz defines location of inlet
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p dl,natric viscosity [N.s/m2]

p density [kg/m3]

o kinematic viscosity þn2lsl

Subscripts
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

The current study deals with how the temperature distribution is affected by the air

ûrovement around towers of heat generating blocks that are stacked one on top of each

other. The study is of relevance to Manitoba Hydro for possible upgrades to an actual

DC/AC electric converter station. The thesis provides discussions of the situations that

provided effective cooling of the towers. Thìs is also the basìs for a future three-

dimensional study. other applications where this study might be of relevance are in

dealing with electronic packages, transformers, ald spent nuclear fuel cooling.

In all previous investigations, the elect¡onic packages were simulated by heat generating

bodies of diffe¡ent shapes (depending on the application), and the objective was to hnd

the arrangement of these heat-generating bodies that gives the highest heat transfer rate

for a given tempe¡ature level or the lowest temperature level for a given rate of heat

dissipation. But none of these studies could be used to effectively predict or rurderstand

the temperature distribution in the vertical stacks used in DC/AC converter towers.

The present study covers in detail the geometry that is relevant to the thy-istor valve

towers enclosed in the valve halls of DC/AC converter stations. The Dorsey converter

station is located nea¡ the town of Rosser, Manitoba, abour 26 kilometres norlhwest of the

city of winnipeg. over 70 per cent of the electricity produced ìn Manitoba is transmitted

through Manitoba Hydro's Dorsey converter station. The electric current is tra¡smitted

to the Dorsey converter station from the generating stations in the north via two high

voltage direct cunent (HVDC) transmission lines: Bipole 1 and Bipole 2. The converter

station is the southem terminus for the utility's high voltage direct c.,'rent (H\DC)
transmission 1ines. The altemating current converted at Dorsey supplies Manitoba's

southem power system as well as the interconnecting power systems that link the

province to saskatchewan, ontario and the united states. Each bipole consists of the

same major components: the H\IDC switchyard, conveder buildings, valve halls,

slmchronous condensers, conveder transfoflner area, and 230-kV switchyard.
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The converter buildings house the valve halls, the control room, mechanical and electrical

services as well as the maintenance facilities. Each valve hall contains 12 converter

valves whìch tum on and off in a controlled sequence to conve'1 the DC to AC. The

elevation view of a valve hall is shown in Figure 1.1, the plan view is showl in Figure

l'2 and the side view is shown in Figure 1.3. The valve hall is 23.1 m x 15.2 m in floor
area as seen in Figure 1 .2, and 12.4 m in height as shown in Figure 1 .1.

23.r+

| \l 
--

\ Air v"nt

Figure 1.1 : Elevation view of a valve hall (dimensions are in metres)

The converler valves are arranged in the form of three towers inside the valve halls, as

shown in Figure 1.1. The towers are 8.9 m in height and 2.5 x 3.5 m in cross section.

Sixteen tiers consisting of four thyristor modules a¡d two reactor modules form each

tower. A schematic of a thyristor module is shown in Figure 1.4; it is in the form of a
block with optìcal inputs at one end to control the switching.

F=+1 Volve Tower
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Figure 1.2: Plan view of a valve hal1 (dimensions are in meh.es)

A large amount of heat is generated wìthin the converter valves due to electrical power

losses. This heat is removed by a combination of a water cooling system and an air

conditioning system. Figure 1.5 shows a schematic diagram of the cooling water circuit

used for each of the valve halls. Deionized water pumped through the water cooling

system removes approximately 90%o of rhe heat generated from the thyristors. The heat

acquired by the deionized water ìs then tra¡rsferred to a glycol-water mixture in thee

shell and tube heat exchangers. The water cooling system was designed to be capable of
removing 2.lMW of heat.

I 2.5 I
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Figure 1.3: Side view of a valve hall (dimensions in metres)
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Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of a thyristor module (dimensions in metres)

Ambient
Air

Outdoor
Heat
Exchangers

Figure i.5: Schematic diagram ofthe cooling water circuit used for each

of the valve groups
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The remaining 10Yo of heaT is dissipated into the air in the valve hall where it is removed

by an air conditioning system that has a constant volumetric flow rate of 6.6 m3/s. The air

is introduced into the valve hall through six grills in the floor as seen in Figure 1.2. The

retum air is drawn fiom the highest point in the valve hall. The design requirements

specify that the environmental temperature of the valve hall be rnaintained between 5"c

and 40"c- currently, there are no provisions for forced circulation of the ai¡ within the

valve hail.

The optimum design ofthe air cooling system requires an evaluation of the airflow rate,

iocation of the heat generating bodies within the cavity, and the location of the inlet and

outlet openings in the cavity walls. For this purpose fundamental knowledge of the

velocity and temperature distributions within the cavity is necessary. The aim of the

project is to study the effects of the various parameters on the velocity and temperahrre

distribution in order to obtain the most effective air cooling system design. However,

from the starl, modelling the entire tfuee-dimensional domain was thought to be a large

underlaking for the scope of one master's thesis. Therefore, this thesis will consider a

two-dimensional geometry and thus lay the foundation for a future three-dimensional

study that will provide guidelines for Manitoba Hydro.

The goal of this work is to model a case similar to the valve hall and gain knowledge of
the velocity and temperatue distribution that are the result of changes in the inlet flow

rate, location of the bodies in the domain a¡rd the location of the inlet and outlets.

Consequently, the valve hall was simulated as two-dimensional for the purposes of the

study. A generic description was created and is shown in Figure 3.1. From this generic

description, th¡ee domains were created and studied. The first domain (Geometry 1) was

a single tower with four blocks. For this domain, the tower of four blocks was moved to

6 different positions. Both passive cooling and mixed convection cooling were studied.

Different i¡let and outlet positions were also studied. The second domain (Geometry 2)

was a single tower formed by nine blocks. Two positions are investigated for Geometry

2. Three different inlet flow rates were examined: one for passive cooling and two for



mixed convection cooling. Again, different inlet and outlet positions were studied- The

third domain (Geometry 3) was created with tfuee towers of nine blocks each positioned

side by side. For this domain passive and mixed convection cooiing were shrdied; as well
as different inlet and outlet positions. The results from the three domains are presented in
Chapter 6.



CIIAPTER 2

LITERATURE RTVIEW

Bejan et al. (1995) studied how to cool a stack of parallel, heat generating boards when

the flow is impeded by electromagnetic screens placed upstream and downstream ofthe
stack. Both forced and natural convection were studied in the paper. The resulta¡rt

domain studied for forced convection is shown in Figure 2.1; the domain studied for
Natu¡al convection is shown in Figwe 2.2.

scteen stack soreen

Figure 2.1: Forced convection cooling domain for Bejan et al. (1995)

k----l-4

----lr----

F'

+

t
olingFigwe 2.2: Natural Convection cooling domain for Bejan et al. (1995)



The flow tluough the spaces between the parallel plates was assumed lamina¡. Four

separate designs were considered in the study. The first was forced convection cooling of
a stack with board-to-board spacing selected to minimize the stack-coolant thermal

resistance. The second was forced convection cooling of a stack with fixed board-to-

board spacing. The third was natural convection cooling of a vertical stack with spacing

selected to minimize the overall thermal resistance, and the fourth design was natural

convection cooling of a vertical stack with fixed spacing. Thermal design optimization

was the goal of the shrdy. It was found that a single dimensionless group controls the

effect of the screen. This dimensionless group was identified for each design; forced

versus natural convection, hìgh versus low screen Reynolds number. The results were

repofted for the design of screens made of wire meshes, or perforated plate with square

(sharp) edges.

Fowler et al. (1997) performed experimental and numerical studies to find the optimal
geometric arangement of staggered and parallel plates in a fixed volume with forced

convection heat transfer. Their results showed experimentally and numerically that the

geometric a¡rangement of staggered plates can be optimized for maximum heat transfer

(maximum thermal conductalce) when the optimization is subjected to an overali volume

constraint. In addition, the theory of intersecting as)lrìptotes (small spacing versus large

spacing) showed that it is possible to anticìpate the optimal spacing of staggered plates,

and the associated thermal conductance maximum.

Young and Y afai (1999) performed an experimental and numerical investigation of the

fo¡ced convective heat transfer of individual obstacles and arrays of multiple two-
dimensionai obstacles. A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 2.3.

The effects of changes in the channel height, input heat power and airflow rate upon the

mean Nusselt numbers and temperature differences we¡e recorded for individual as well
as an array ofobstacles withìn the channel.



+
+
---------.>

-+ lobstacle I

{
Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram ofthe experimental obstacle apparatus

for Young and Vafai (1999)

As expected, low flow rates in the channel were found to signìfrcantly increase the

temperature of the obstacle. The experimental results were found to be in good

agreement with the results obtained numerically. A set of correlations for the arrays of
channel mounted obstacles was given.

Hurig (2001) numerically considered the cooling of obstacles attached to a substrate

similar to electronic devices. The substrate with these obstacles was placed in a channel

and it allowed fluid flow between upper and lower channels as seen in Figure 2.4.

________> Obstacles-rurutu
=-

\ubstrate------|

Figure 2.4: Schematic of obstacles on substrate for Hung (2001)

The results showed that high coolant flow rates did not necessarily produce higher heat

tra¡sfer rates and that with appropriate geometric arangements, passive cooling could

give better results.
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Dooher and Mills (2000) studied experimentally steady laminar natural convection of
rvater about vertically stacked, two sided, horizontal heated plates. In their Experiments

they varied the plate gap to plate half-width ratio while measuring the power input per

plate, plate temperatures, and inlet and outlet bulk fluid temperatures. From the

measurements the average Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers for each plate were correlated

with a power law function.

Mufuta and van de Bulck (2001) examined the distribution of mass flow due to natural

convectìon around an array of two-dimensional rectangul blocks, as shown in Figure

2.5. They established conditions that would allow transversal flow and a correlation

between the Rayleigh number and the maximum mass flow rate through the horizontal

channel.

Line of
symmetry F;-l

F;-l
F;]

d€
Figure 2.5: Array of two-dimensional rectangula¡ blocks for

Mufuta and Va¡ de Bulck (2001)

Shuja et al. (2000) studied nahual convection in a square cavity with a single, two

dimensional, heat generating rectangular body. They studied tfie effect of the location of
the body inside the cavity. Air o¡ water was considered as the fluid in the cavity. The

-\:
-\:

t

d|2<l-----.}
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cavity had two sides partially opened for an inlet and an outlet. The domain studied is

shown in Figure 2.6.

Flow exil

û

Figure 2.6: Scher¡atic view ofthe calculation domain for Shuja et al. (2000)

The conclusions of the work were that the velocity in the vicinity of the solid body

surfaces varied considerably with the location ofthe solid body within the cavity and that

non-uniform cooling of the solid body occured when the solid body was located in the

bottom left and right corners of the cavity. The authors suggested that the non-uniform

cooling may be the result of convection cooiing of the two surfaces of the solid body

facing the inlet and exit ofthe cavity.

shuja et al. Q001') continued their previous work by studying natural convection in a

square cavity but thìs time considering the effect ofthe aspect ratio ofthe heated block on

the Nusselt number. The domain is shown in Figure 2.7. They concluded that fluid
circulation cells developed withìn the cavity and the location of the circulation cells

behind the solid body moved downwards as the aspect ratio reduced.

Dubovsky et al. (2002) considered experimentally and numerically the cooling of
cylindrical bodies in an enclosed space with openings. They studied s).,rnmetric and

asymmetric openings in the enclosure. They found that for a single cylinder the closer the

cylinder was to the inlet por1 the lowe¡ the temperature; arìd that the temperature of any

Heated block

w

12



Exit

cylinder in a three cylinder row is lower than that of a single cylinder placed at the same

location.

Figt:re 2.7: Domain fo¡ Shuja et al. (2001)

The literature review demonstrates the fact that most work previously published deals

with optimization of spacing or optimization of arrangement between heat generating

plates or blocks. The previous work does not encompass the case where the geometric

spacing is fixed and the only variables are the mass flow rate and the inlet and outlet

locations as in the case of the towers at the Dorsey convelter station.

13



Chapter 3

MODEL DESCRIPTION

3.t Domain

The valve hall shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 in chapter 1 was simplifìed for the purposes

of the study. The resultant domain can be described by the generic description shown in
Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1 illustrates a two-dimensional square domain with dimensions (Z x
z), and two openings. There is an inlet openi'g at the bottorn of the domain (a,z) and its

location is denoted by (oÐ.The location of this opening is not limited to the bottom of
the domain and can be placed on the left-hand-side wall of the domain. The outlet (a3Z)

is shown at the top of the domain and its centerline is located at aaL fuom the left wall.
The location of the outlet is not limited to the top of thé domain a:rd it can be placed at

the right hand side of the domain. within the domain there are M towers. The towers are

fomed by blocks stacked vertically on top of each other. The parameters (¿6L, a7L, (rsL

and N define the size of the tower. The vertical heighf of the block ìs a6L, the horizontal

width of the block is alL and the vertical spacing between the blocks is a6z. There are N
blocks in each tower. The location of the tower relative to the right and top sides rs

defined by asl and a16L. The dista¡ce between towers is ay'. This generic description

would permit the examination of how the number of towers, position of the tower, size of
tower, inlet mass flow rate, and the location of inlet and outlet affect the flow structu¡e

and the temperature distribution in the domain.

coordinates of x and y were assigned to directions in the horizontal and vertical

directions in the domain, respectively. The coordinate z was assigned to the direction out
of the page (not shown). using Figure 3.1 for this investigation will not only give an

understanding of the velocity and temperature distribution in the domain but will also

give possible ideas to Manitoba Hydro for possible upgrades to the existing converter

station Along with the fuhre work in three dimensions, it can be used to design the new

converter station being proposed for Bipole 3.

14
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Figure 3.1: Generic description of the domain.
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3.2 Assumptions

The following assumptions were made:

¡ Laminar flow

r Steady state with respect to time

' Two-dimensionalanalyses

' Newtonian fluid
. Constant properlies

. Incompressible flow

' Negligible radiation

' Negligible viscous dissipation

For this two dìmensional analysis the towers were assumed to be very long in the z

direction, the towers were assumed to have no por¡r'er surges and there were no outside

effects on the walls such as radiation from the sun.

Conservation Equations

The goveming equations considered are the conservation of mass, momentum and

energy.

(3. 1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

ðu Av

-+-=0õx ôy

I au ôuf ðp f ô'u ð',fl=*_+,  , + . , I'Lò* ôy) ðx'Lô*' ù)

I a, ôvl ôp f a', ô,vfpl u 
-+v- f = __+ ul _+_l_ no' L ô" ðy ) ay 'Lð", ôy, ) '"
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ðT ôT p I a'r a'rf¿/-+ì. -=-l - -l-lôx ðy pC o lôx' ù' l
(s.4)

Using the Boussinesq approximation

pc=+p"b- B@ -r")b

where po and To are the density and temperature at the inlet (20"C)

Also defrne,

p. =p+p"cy

ôP ôP-

ôx ôx

AP AP-

^ = ^ -P"8oy ay

The goveming equations become

(3.s)

(3. 6)

(3.7)

(3. 8)

(3.e)

(3. 10)

(3. r1)

(3. t2)
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Introducing the followìng dimensionless groups

X="
L

',y
L

rT - 
u

V"

/='
V"

P,

lo7'
2''

. T_T
Iq":
k

uC
Pr ='--L

k

atpv"L
Ãg¿ =-

Lt

n- - gþq" Lo NM
k t'¡2

Where I/o is the velocity at the inlet and q" is the heat flux

Substituting the above dimensionless groups into the goveming equations we get

ôU ôV
- tì

ôX ôY

(3. 13)

(3. 14)

(3. 1s)

(3. 16)

(3. 17)

(3. 18)

(3. 1e)

(3. 20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)u4L+v4 --1õP' * a, lu'u *u'u1ôx ôY 2 ôX ee"lax, ar, ]
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r,ðv .,.ôv t ar. . a,_la,v *t!l*Lr,,(S:)n" ôx" -av = -i av 
*Çlax- - ar l- *"' l*J j"

Ltð9*v!!- a, (ò'e *ð'o\AX ðy Re- pr [dx'? ¿r, J

3.4 Boundary Conditions

(3.24)

(3. 2s)

The boundary conditions applied to the geometries are as follows; they can also be

viewed in Figure 3.2. All outer walls are adiabatic, uniform heat flux in the tower of qr ":
30.654[wm'?] for all cases, uniform inlet velocity z, for mixed convection and uniform
inlet temperatule fo.

Average pressut'e set to zero (P : 0)

a

a

a

Uniform inlet temperatue
Free Convection: Average inlet pressue set to zero (p= 0)
Mixed Convection: Uniform Inlet velocity specified @e,= 100,225)

Figarc 3.2: Boundary conditions

l9



To obtain results for natural convection and mixed convection different boundary

condítions must be set. Fo¡ natu¡al convection, the incoming air is allowed to flow into

the domain unaided. An average inlet pressure equal to zero was needed at the inlet

boundary condition. For mixed convection a unifomr ûrlet velocity was set at the

specified velocity corresponding to the inlet Reynolds number.

An average pressure of zero was set for the outlet boundary condition for both natural

convection and mixed convection.

Walls are insulated:

=0 atx:0 zftd,x- 1 (3. 26)

(3.27)

ôe
_dx

99=o ury:0 andy:1
ôY

Blocks:

ôe
ôX

a0
ôX

ôe
*OI

ae
_
Õf

=-i on the right face of a block

on the left face of a block

I on the top face of a block

on the bottom face of a block

=1

=1

(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3. 30)

(3. 31)

3.5 Geometries studied

The coolant used in this study was air; therefore, Prandtl number was fixed at 0.7. Three

geometries were derived from Figure 3.1. The size ofthe biocks in the towers defined by

tr6, a7, uo7d ds were kept constant for the th¡ee geometries. The dimensions of the blocks

were a6:0-06 , a7= 0.2, and. ¿¡ = 0.03. The size of the openings, a7 for the inlet and a3

for the outlet, were kept constant at 0.1 for the three geometries. The values of a2, inlet

20



port locator and aa, ovfTet port locator, were vaded in all three geometries to study the

effect of their location on the velocity and temperature distribution. Geometry 1

corresponds to N = 4 and M = 1 (one tower), Gr: 1.0E+6. Six different locations of the

tower within the domain were studied for Geometry 1, this was achieved by varlng the

values of as and (tt' and the values are shown later in Table 6.1. The inlet Reynolds

number @eo) was varied to correspond to passive or one case of mixed convection

cooling (Re, - 100). Geometry 2 corresponds to N: 9 and M: 1, Gr: 2.258+6. Two
tower locations were studied for Geometry 2 fhese correspond lo ae: 0.1 and 0.4. The

value of als : 0.1I for all cases corresponding to Geometry 2. The value of Reo was

varied to correspond to passive or two cases of rnixed convection cooling (Reo: 100 and

225)- Geomety 3 corresponds toN:9 andM:3 (three towers), Gr:6.75E+6. For
Geometry 3, one case of passive cooling was studied and the remainder of the cases

corresponded to a Re, : 169.
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Chapter 4

NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD

4.1 Introduction

To obtain a numerical solution to the govemíng equations, the domain was subdivided

into small control volumes by creating a computational gnd. An iterative solution of the

línearized algebraic equations was performed in dimensional fom, from which the U, V,

W, 0, a¡d P solution fie1ds at all nodal points in the fluid were obtained.

4.2 CFX-TASCflow

The numerical solve¡ used in the study was CFX-TASC flow 2.71; it is distributed by

AEA Teclmology. TASCflow uses a finite volume method of discretization (patankar.

1980), but it is based on a fìnite element approach for representìng the geomeûy. ln the

present work cartesian veiocity components were used on a structured, non-staggered

grid. Each nrn was considered converged when the sum of the absolute dimensionless

residuals of the discretized equations was less than 1.0 x 10-6.

cFX-TASCflow has two user interfaces, a graphical user interface (GUI) and a command.

line user interface. The boundary conditions, material properties and solver parameters

were deñned using the command line user interface. The GIII was used only for post

processing the results obtained from the solver.

4.3 CFX-TASCgrid

The grids were generated with CFX-TASCgrid aiso distributed by AEA Technology. To

create the grid for Geomehy 1, the domain had to be "built" by TASCgrid. The domain

was made up of63 blocks or regions as shown by the rectangles that make up Figure 4.1.

The hatched regions in the figure represent the areas occupied by the blocks. The regions
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were created with TASCgridg by defining the vertices ofall 63 regions, the attachment of
adjacent regions, and the number and spacing ofnodes in all regions.

xl x2 À3 x4 xs x6 x7

Figure 4.1 : Regions for Geometry 1

The sizes of the regions for Geometry 1 are given in non-dimensional form in Table 4.1.

Geometry 2 required the addition of more regions for a total of 133 regions and the result

is shown in Figur e 4.2. The sizes of the regions for Geometry 2 are given in T able 4.2.

w
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Y6
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Y4

v3
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Y1
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Table 4.1: Size of regions for Geometry I in non-dimensional form

v

x.

X4 X5

Y19

118
Yt'/
Yl6
n5
Yl4
Yl3
Y12
yt1
Yl0
Y9
18
n
Y6
Y5

Y4
r.)
Y2

YT

X Y

as=O.4 ae:0.1 a¡6:0.57 atn=0.335 a¡6:0'1

0.25 0.25 0.1 0.335 0.57

2 0.1 5 0.20 0.06 0.06 0.06

3 0.05 0.1 0.03 0.03 0.03

4 0.1 0.15 0.06 0.06 0.06

5 0.05 0.05 0.03 0,03 0.03

6 0. 15 0.1 5 0.06 0.06 0.06

1 0.25 0.1 0.03 0.03 0.03

I 0.06 0.06 0.06

9 0.57 0.33s 0.1

XI

Figtre 4.2: Regions for Geometry 2



Table 4.2: Size of regions for Geometry 2 in non-dimensional form

For Geometry 3 the size of the regions was only altered in the Xdi¡ection while keeping

the I dimensions the same as Geometry 2. The regions for Geometry 3 are shown in

Figure 4.3. The sizes of the regions in the X direction for Geometry 3 are given in Table

4.3. The following parameters were fixed for Geometry 3; a5: 0.1, as : 0.1 atTd a1¡ =

0.i 1.

25

X Y

as:O.4 ae:0-1

t 0.25 0.25 0.11

2 0.1 s 0.20 0.06

1 0.05 0.1 0.03

4 0.1 0. 15 0.06

5 0.05 0.05 0.03

6 0. 15 0.15 0.06

l 0.25 0.1 0.03

8 0.06

9 0.03

l0 0.06

1t 0.03

12 0.06

L3 0.03

t4 0.06

15 0.03

L6 0.06

l7 0.03

18 0.06

19 0.11



ffi

ï x

X2 X3 X4 X5

Figure 4.3: Regions for Geometry 3

Table 4.3: Size of regions in X direction for Geometry 3 in non-dimensional form

Yl9

118
Y17

Yl6
YI5
Yl4
Yt3
Y12
Yl1
Yl0
to
v8
m
Y6
Y5
Y4
T3
,2

Y1

v1

X
I 0.1

2 0.2

3 0.1

4 0.2

5 0.1

6 0.2

7 0.1
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The mesh was then created with the ¡est of the TASCgrid programs (TASCgddc,

TASCgrids, and TASCgridi) this is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. The boundary

conditions and initial guesses of all the fie1ds were specified and the TASCflow

numerical solver was invoked to produce results for the temperature, velocity and

pressure of the case that was studied.



Chapter 5

VALIDATION TESTS

5.1 Introduction

To ensure that the results obtained from cFX-TASCflow were numerically accurate, the

code was validated. The results were ensured to be grid independent, which means the

solutions between two grids of differing resolutions have to be reasonably close. Grid

indepe'dence was performed each tir¡e the geomeky was changed. Therefore, grid

independence tests are presented for Geometries l,2and3. In the following discussion,

the nomenclatu¡e fo¡ the location of the inlet and outlet openings has the form pos -
VAL. The part "POS", aiways has a letter L, B, T or R for left, bottom, top or right. The

part "VAI", is the value of X or Y of t}re openilg centerline.

5.2 Grid Independence

5.2.1, Geometry I (N=4 and M=1)

Three grids of varying nodal numbe¡s were compared for one case to test for grid

independence. The grid-independence results were done for the case of natural

convection, position 1 (as : 0.4 ar,d d.to = 0.57), inlet centered. at the bottom of the

domain @ - 0.5) and the outlet centered at the top ofthe domain (T 0.5). A coarse grid

comprised of 47 nodes in the ;r direction and 56 nodes in the y direction (47 X 56), a

medium grid containing 93 x lll nodes a¡d a fine grid containing 139 X 166 nodes were

selected for the comparison. To compare the results, the temperature around the heat

generating blocks was monitored. The temperatures were first written into separate result

files containing the temperatures for the lowe¡, right, top and left surfaces of each block.

A FORTRAN program was then used to sort the temperatures in o¡der as depicted in
Figure 5.1 . A dimensionless parameter s was used to indicate the location on the block as

a fraction of the perimeter measured in a counter-clockwise direction starting from the

lower lefl come¡.
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r': 0.8846

,ç:0and1

Figure 5.1 :

Block

.ç = 0.5

s:0.3846

Values of dimensionless parameter s around a block

The procedure was done for each block in the towe¡. The output files containing the

sorted temperatüe data were then compared for each grid. Grid independence was

assumed when the ref,rnement of the grid results in insignificant changes in the

temperature arou¡d the blocks.

Figures 5.2 to 5.5 depict the temperature around each of the four blocks for the th¡ee

grids; coarse, medium and fine
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Figure 5.2: Temperature distribution a¡ound block I
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The temperature for the three grids around the lirst block is shown in Figure 5.2.

Recalling from Figure 5.1 the bottom surface of the block is between s : 0 and 0.3g46,

this is where the incoming air is impacting the bottom surface ofblock one a¡d therefore

the bottom surface has a 1ow temperature va1ue. on the right surface of block one, .ç :
0.3846 to 0.5, the temperature increases. The temperature increase is the result from the

velocity of the flow around the block decreasing. At the top surface of the block, s:0.5
to 0.8846. this is the area where the block reaches its rnaximunr temperature. Note that

the maximum temperature occurs at the middle of the top surface (s :0.6923) meaning

that the air inside the channel between the first block and the second block does not have

a high velocìty. Also, note that there is synmehy in the results of temperahrre for all the

blocks. The portion of the curve between s :0]923 and 0.6923 is a mirror irnage of the

curve between 0 .6923 and 0.1923.

0.5

e 
0'4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

.ç

Figure 5.3: Temperature distribution around block 2
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Figures 5.3 and 5.4 are very similar in the sense that both the bottom and top surfaces of
blocks 2 and 3 are at an elevated temperatüe compared to the sides. The maximum

temperatwe for block 2 occurs in the top part of the block at about s : 0.695. The

temperatures in the lower and top surfaces of block 4 have increased in Figure 5.4.

o.'7

",,.--\'\ 2-\i
/\ \/ \t \

'L/\_

0.6

0.5

0.3

0.1

0.80.60.40.2

^t

Figure 5.4: Temperature distribution around block 3

In Figure 5.5 the lower surface ofthe block is at an elevated temperature compared to the

upper suface. The lower surface of block 4 is where the highest value of tempeïatue

occurs for the four blocks, the maximum temperature is about 0.6. The upper surface is

at a substantially lower temperature and has a ,þeak,' temperature, around 0.2i.
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Figure 5.5: Temperature distribution around block 4

Note that in Figures 5.2 to 5.5, the medium and fine grid lines are close to each other and

the differences in d between the medium and fine grids were less than 4 zo. Based on

these ¡esults the medium grid was selected for the rest of the runs involving Geometry 1.

The node dístribution in the medium gnd (93 x 1 11) is shown in Figure 5.6 for the stack

position corresponding fo as: 0.4 àíd a.t¡:0.57. In the figure, the node number on the

edge of each region is given in the x and y directions. From Figure 5.6, it can be seen t¡at
the grid is refined in the y direction between the blocks where the number ofnodes in the

y direction for the blocks equals 6 and the number ofnodes between the blocks equals 12

nodes. In the;r direction, the area designated for the inlet and outlet ports, when they are

positioned on the bottom and the top (nodes 37-57), has 20 nodes. The resolution of
nodes in the y direction corresponding to the tower (e.g., l1-71) remained constant for the

different positions of the tower that we¡e studied; howeve¡, the number of nodes

surrounding the tower was increased or decreased accordingly to move the tower around.

the domain while keeping the total amount of nodes constant in the x ø",d, y directions.
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Figure 5.6: Node distribution for Geometry 1
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5.2.2 Geometry 2 (N = 9 and I\{ = 1)

For Geometry 2, grid independence was done on the case of forced convection (Re, :
100) and inlet opening centered at the bottom of the domain (B - 0.5) and the outlet

opening centered at the top of the domain (T - 0.5). Four grids were considered: Gl, G2,

G3 and G4. The grid definitions are shown in Table 5.1. For these tests the value ofae

was fixed at 0.4.

Table 5.1: Nurnber of nodes for the grids used in Geomeiy 2

Table 5.2: Maximum temperature computed by the four grids for Geomehy 2

GI G2 G3 G4
0 max 0.761 0.896 0.915 0.919

)eviafion ol G1 vs G2 32 vs GÍ 33 vs G4
ê max 17.818 2.041 0.468

Grid independence was assessed by two tests. The first test involved monitoring the

maximum temperature in the domain. As seen in Table 5.2, the change in the maximum

temperature decreases as the grid is refined. The deviation denined for exarrple as the

difference between G2 and Gi divided by G1, decreases from 17 .B2o/o between Gl and

G2 fo 0.47%o between G3 and G4 making the last two grids G3 and G4 the most accurate.

The second test involved a comparison of the temperature along a line in the domain. A
line of constant r= 0.89 value was selected and the values of temperature were extracted.

along this line with rASCtool for each of the two grids G3 a¡d G4. The temperature

values are compared in Figure 5.7 a¡d ttre deviation in á between the two grìds is less

than 5.5%o. Therefore, the lines appear one on top ofthe other in Figure 5.7.

Gi G2 G3 G4

NX 93 185 277 369

NY 113 345 577 689
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Figure 5.7: Temperature comparison between the G3 and G4 grids at constant f :0.g9

The results in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.7 signify that the G3 grid having277 nodes in thex
direction and 517 nodes in the z direction has values that are grid independent and this

grid was used for all runs with Geometry 2. The node distribution in the grid can be seen

in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Node distribution for Geometry 2
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5.2.3 Geometry 3 (N:9, M:3)
Grid independence was performed for three different grid sizes. The grìd independence

tests were performed for fo¡ced convection @e,: 100), the inlet pofi at the left side of
the domain (L - 0.05), and the outlet at the right side of the domain (R - 0.5). The three

grids examined are found in Table 5.3. when examining the values of rable 5.3 we can

see that the value of NY is constant at 517 nodes for the three grids studied. when the

grid of geometry 2 was chosen in Section 5.2.2, the grid G3 was used because the

resolution of both the x and I'directions wâs very similar to G4, which contained a lot

more nodes and was detrimental to the speed of convergence. yet, Geometry 3 has the

same number of blocks ìn the I di¡ection (l.l : 9) but not in the x direction. The

resolution of nodes in the r direction was agreed to be of a sufficient resolution while

maintaining the number of nodes at a relatively low number to have fast convergence.

Therefore, only the nodes in the Xdirection are tested for grid independence.

Table 5.3: Grìd sizes for Geometry 3

For each grid, the maximum temperature was obtained and is listed in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Ma,rìmum d and its deviation between srids

Grid 0-"" Deviation (7o)
COARSE 0.784 0.912
MEDITIII,{ 0.791 0.383
FINE 0.194

The percent deviation between grids for the maximum temperature can also be found in
Table 5.4. Between the medium and fine grid the deviation is 0.3g3%, and the deviation

between the coarse and medium grid is less than one percent. A line of constant r(JZ:
0.89) was chosen to compare the temperafure for the three grids. The location ],:0.g9

Coarse Medium Fine

NX 10r 201 401

NY 517 517 5t7



was chosen because the maximum temperatue occtüred along this line. The comparison

can be seen in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Temperature comparison at line I: 0.89

From Figure 5.9, the percent deviation is highest between the coa¡se and medium grids.

The percent deviation stays close to 7.0%o in most results, with a maximum percent

deviation of 2.02T'. From the results in Table 5.4, it can be concluded that the deviation

between the coa¡se grid and medium grid is significant. However, from the results in

Fìgure 5.9, the maximum deviation 1s 2.88% but the average percent deviation of d
between the medium and fine grids is less than 0-9%;o. When including the values fiom

Table 5.4, the medium grìd compared to the fine grid gives reasonably close ¡esults.

Therefore, the medium grid was chosen to obtain the ¡esults for all the cases. The node

dishibution is shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Node distribution for Geometry 3
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Chapter 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 Introduction

Three geometries were used based on the generic description (Figure 3.1) to study the

effect of the number of towers, position of the tower, size of tower, inlet mass flow rate,

and the location of inlet and outlet on the flow and temperature distributions. The first

geomehy studied was a single tower.formed by four blocks (Figure 6.1); the second, a

single tower formed by nine blocks (Figure 6.11) and the last, th¡ee towe¡s each formed

by nine blocks (Figure 6.43). For geomekies I and 2, the location of tower, inlet mass

flow rate and the inlet and outlet locations were examined. For geometry 3 the inlet mass

flow rate and the inlet and outlet locations were examined.

6.2 Geometry 1

Geometry 1, shown in Figure 6.1, was the first studied. For this geomehy there are four

blocks forming a single tower. Referring to Figure 3.1, Geometry 1 corresponds to a¡: aj

- 0.1, a6 = 0.06, a7:0.2, as:0.03, M = 1, and N: 4. The parumefer ¿r is irrelevant to

this geometry. The variables studied in this geometry were the location of the tower,

denoted by (te aîd (1t0, the location of inlet and outlet denoted by a2 and, at, ,otd lhe

incoming mass flow rate.

six tower positions were studied with Geometry 1. To obtain the six positions, the values

of ae and a1s were changed for each position and a¡e summarized in Table 6. 1.

Table 6.1 : Summary of stack positions for Geometry 1

Position 1 Position 2 Positìon 3 Position 4 Positior 5 Position 6

ato 0.57 0.335 0.1 0.570 0.335 0.1

A9 0.4 0.4 o.4 0.1 0.1 0.1
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atLfr

Figure 6.1 : Geometry 1

In total, 26 cases were studied for Geometry 1 that will be discussed in subsections.

These subsections study various effects. The first is the effect of the location of towe¡

within the domain. The second is the effect of inlet mass flow rate with mixed convection

ve¡sus natural convection. The third is the effect of the location of inlet and outlet

openings. Velocity vector plots, temperature profiles around the blocks and temperature
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contoul. plots are used to discuss the results. The values of the maximum temperature,

the average temperature, and tho percentage of inlet mass flow rate through all the gaps

between blocks are summarized in Table 6.2 for all26 cases. The column ]n Tab\e 6.2

titled location indicates the location of the maximum tenperature. The first letter

signifies upper (lI) or lower (L) surface. The second number indicates the block number

and the last digits indicate the location along the surface of the block.

TaÍ:le 6.2: Results from Geometry 1

â9 ãto Reo ln let Outlet 0.ut Location 0avg % inlet
nass flow

1 o.4 o.57 26.12 B-0.5 ï-0.5 0.598 L4 - 0.5 0.334 0.00
2 o.4 0.57 23.61 L - 0.05 R - 0.95 0.579 L4 - 0.6 0.299 12.87
3 0.4 0.57 100 B-0.5 T-0.5 0.691 L4 - 0.5 0.357 0.00
4 0.4 0.57 100 L - 0.05 R - 0.95 o.491 L4 - 0.78 0.177 17,BB

5 0.4 0.335 25.63 B-0.5 T-0.5 0.595 L4 - 0.5 0.328 0.00
6 o-4 0.335 22.8 L - 0.05 R - 0.95 0.601 L4 - 0.5 0.329 1.95
7 0.4 0.335 45.54 B-0.5 T-0.5 2.57 L4 - 0.5 1.367 0.00
I o.4 0.335 100 B-0.5 ï-0.5 0.657 L4 - 0.5 0.363 0.00
I 0.4 0.335 100 L - 0.05 R - 0.95 0.771 L4 - O.47 0.477 0.42

10 0.4 0-335 100 L - 0.475 R - 0.475 o.234 L4 - 0.91 0.104 40.23
11 0.4 0.335 100 L - 0.596 R - 0.596 0.284 u1 - 0.91 0.114 37.94
12 0.4 0.1 16.86 B-0.5 ï-0.5 0.618 L4 - 0.5 0.327 0.00
13 0.4 0.1 100 B-0.5 ï-0.5 0.589 L2 - 0.5 o.291 0.00
14 0.1 0.57 24.88 B-0.5 T-0.5 0.565 L4 - 0.65 0.291 19.08
15 0.1 o.57 20.72 L - 0.05 R - 0.95 0.585 L4 - 0.6 0.313 15.21
16 0.1 o.57 100 B-0.5 T-0.5 0.694 L2 - 0.4 0,424 1.73
17 0.1 0.57 r00 L - 0.05 R - 0.05 0.332 u3 - 0.7 0.114 26.34
18 0.1 0.57 100 L - 0.05 R - 0.24 0.22 u3 - 0.8 0.077 40.46
19 0.1 o.57 100 L - 0,05 R - 0.33 0.22 u3 - 0.8 0.08 37.83
20 0.1 0.57 100 L - 0.05 R - 0.95 O.2BB L4 - 0.8 0.11 27.12
21 0.1 0.57 100 L - 0.24 R - 0.24 0.129 L4 - 0.8 0.057 56.55
22 0.1 0-57 100 L - 0.33 R - 0.33 0.187 L2 - 0.85 0.068 47.94
23 0.1 0.335 22.O5 B-0.5 ï-0.5 0.591 L4 - 0.55 0.316 B.2B
24 0.1 0.335 100 B-0.5 T-0.5 0.551 L4 - 0.85 0-262 11.75
25 0.1 0.1 17.92 B-0.5 T-0.5 0.66 L4 - 0.5 0.371 3.71
26 0.1 0.1 100 B-0.5 ï-0.5 0.73 L4 - 0.8 0.372 7.56
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The left side of the block is indicated by 0 and the right side of the block is indicated by

1. Thus, U3 - 0.8 would indicate that the ma-ximum temperature is on the upper surface

of block 3 and the maximum temperature occìrrs at a location 80.0% along the upper

surface ofblock 3 from left to right.

6.2,1 Effect of the Tower Location Within the Domain

Results were obtained fo¡ six different stack positions with mlxed convection (Re, =100),

inlet port at B-0.5 and outlet port T-0.5. Location B-0.5 means the inlet is at the bottom

wall of the cavity with øz:0.5 and T-0.5 means that the outlet is at the top of the cavity

wifh ao:Q.5. The maximum temperatule in the stack and the spatial average temperature

ofthe stack for the 6 different cases are shown in Table 6.3.

From Table 6.3, position 4 corresponds to the highest average temperature level in the

stack (d"ug = 0.424) while position 5 corresponds to the lowest average temperature level

in the stack (e*s:0.262).

The velocity vector plot for stack position 4, Figure 6.2, shows that most of the inlet flow

blpasses to the left of the stack and exits at the top of the cavity with two corulter-

rotating zones created in the upper part of the cavity. There is a counter clockwise

rotation to the left of the direct flow and a clockwise rotation to the right of the direct

flow. The total mass flow rate flowing through the three channels separating the four

blocks in the stack was calculated a¡d found to be only 1,73%o of the total inlet mâss flow

rafe.

Table 6.3: Maximum and average temperatures corresponding to different stack positions

Position I Position 2 Position 3 Position 4 Position 5 Position 6

0^* 0.691 0.657 0.589 0.694 0.551 0.730

Qur* 0.35'7 0.363 0.291 0.424 0.262 0.372
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Figure 6.3 shows the temperature profile around the four blocks. The bottom su¡face of

block 1 and the top surface of block 4 have the lowest temperature in the stack. All

remaining six horizontal surfaces have significantly elevated temperatures, as shown in

Figure 6.3. The average temperature in the stack is 0^,":0.424 and the maximum is d,no*

= 0.694, which occurs on the bottom surface ofblock 2.
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Figure 6.2: Velocity vectors for case 16,
position 4 with inlet B-0.5,
outlet T-0.5, and Reo: 100
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Figure 6.3: Temperature distribution in the
stack for case 16, position 4 with
inlet B-0.5, outlet T-0.5, and Reo: i 00

For stack position 5, the velocìty vector plot, Figure 6.4, demonstrates a flow structu¡e

with three major re-circulation zones. One at the bottom right side ofthe inletjet rotating

clockwise, another above the tower rotating clockwise and the last on the top left side of
the domain rotating counter-clock\4/ise. There is more interaction between the air and the

stack compared to lvhat was seen earlier in Figure 6.2. The total mass flow rate flowing

through the three cha¡nels between the blocks was I1.75Vo of the inlet mass flow rate

(compared to 1.73% for position 4). The change in the flow sfiucture and the increased

flow near and through the stack has a significant impact on the magnitude and trend of

the temperature variation on the stack; this can be seen from the comparison between

Figures 6.3 and 6.5. The average temperatwe dropped notably to 9uu": 0.262 ønd lhe

maximum to 9-* = 0.551.
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6.2.2 Passive Versus Mixed Convection Cooling

Increased flow rates result in higher velocities, higher heat transfer coeffrcients and

consequently, improved cooling characteristics in most applications. This trend was

investigated with the cases with four blocks. It was found that when comparing results of
passive and mixed-convection cooling for the same stack position and the same inlet arrd

outlet position, the increased flow rate improved the heat transfer which led to lower

temperatures. However, the heat transfer deteriorated in oïher cases such as the

comparison shown below related to Figures 6.6 and 6.1 .

Figure 6.4: Velocity vectors for case 24,
position 5 with inlet B-0.5,
outlet T-0.5, and Reo: 100
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Figure 6.5: Temperature distribution in the

stack for case 24, position 5 with inlet B-0.5,
outlet T-0.5, and Reo: 100

Figure 6,6: Passive cooling for case 6,
Re,= 22.8, position 2, inlet L-0.05,
and outlet R-0-95
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Figure 6.7: Case 9, mixed convection cooling
(Re, = 100), position 2,
inlet L - 0.05, and outlet R- 0.95

The above velocity vector plots are for passive cooling (Figure 6-6) and mixed-

convection cooling (Figure 6.7). For passive cooling there is significant air motion near

ard though the channels tvithin the stack, while the incoming air in Figure 6.7 bypasses

the stack, resulting in reduced velocities near and through the stack. The average stack

temperatüe for passive and mixed-convection cooling were dn"*: 0.330 nd 0.479,

respectively, and the maximum temperature for passive and mixed-convection cooling

were d'n*:0.604 and 0.775, respectively. The Íesults demonstr ate fhat a higher velocity

does not necessarily provide higher cooling rates. In this case passive cooling provided a

iower maximum temperature.
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6.2.3 Effect of the Location of Inlet and Outlet Ports

An additional independent parameter is the location ofthe inlet and outlet ports. There is

a signihcant importance of this parameter and this is demonstrated by comparing the

cooling effectiveness in three cases corresponding to the same tower position (position

4), same inlet mass flow rate (Re, : 100), but three different locations of the inlet and

outlet ports. The velocity vectors are presented in Figures 6.2 (inlet B - 0.5, outlet T

0.5), 6.8 (inlet L - 0.05, outlet R - 0.05) and 6.9 (inletL - 0.24, outlet R 0.24).

Visual examination of the velocity vectors leads to the conclusion that the minimum air

movement through the stacks corresponds to Figure 6.2, whtle Figure 6.9 corresponds to

the maximum air motion through the stacks. The totai flow rate of air in the three

chan¡els within the stacks amounts to |.73%o of the total inlet flow rate in Figuie 6.2, this

percentage increases to 26.34% inFigxe 6.8 and 56.56% inFigtre 6.9.

The temperature level in the stack was found to decrease with the increase in air

movement though the stack. The average stack temperatures were: duu*: 0.424 tnFtgxe

6.2, e*s: 0.114 in Figure 6.8, and 0*e:0.0562 and Figure 6.9. The maximum stack

temperatmes were: 9,n,* : 0.694 in Figure 6.2, e,, *: 0.332 in Figure 6.8, and d** =
0.729 utd Figure 6.9. Figures 6.10 and Figure 6.11 show the tempemture distributions

for the case of inlet L - 0.05, outlet R - 0.05 and inlet L - 0.24, outlet R - 0.24

respectively.

A large reduction in the temperature levels is observed when comparing Figure 6.i 1 to

Figure 6. 10. The impofance of the location of the inlet and outlet ports is demonstrated

as the same amount of mass flow rate can significantly reduce the average and maximum

temperatües whsn the mass flow is inhoduced into the domain at different locations.
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Figure 6.8: Case 17, mixed convection cooling
(Re, : 100), stack position 4, inlet
L - 0.05, and outlet R - 0.05

Figure 6.9: Case 21, mixed convection cooling
(Re, : 100), stack position 4, inlet
L * 0.24, and outlet R - 0.24
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6.3 Geometrv 2

A schematic diagram for Geometry 2 is shown in Figure 6.12. Referring to Figure 3.1,

Geometry 2 conesponds to a¡ : aj= 0.1, a¡: 0.06, at: 0.2, and at- 0.03, ato: 0.11,

M:1, and N=9. The parameter a5 is irelevant in this geometry. Two horizontal tower

positions were studied, cenfred (as: 0.4) and offset (a1¡ = 0.1). Three different inlet

conditions were also studied: natural convection and two cases of rnixed-convection with

Reynolds number of Reo : 100 and Reo:225. Geometry 2 has 2.25 times more energy

flowing into the domain relative to Geometry 1 (Gr:2.258+6). The decision was taken

to also study cases of increased inlet mass flow rate by the same amount. Furthermore,

different inlet and outlet port locations were studied; the results of maximum temperature

are listed in Table 6.4. Lafer on Case 20 (ae = 0.7, Reo : 100) was added to study the

effect of moving the tower to the left hand side of the domain..

Figure 6.12: Geometry 2
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Tab\e 6.4: Results from Geometry 2

case A9 Reo Inlet Outlet A Location 0ave

o/o inlet

lnASS

flow

0.4 26.'74 B-0.5 T-0.5 0.727 L9 - 0.500 0.466 0.00

2 0.4 25.84 L 0.05 R 0.95 0.736 L9 0.64s 0.441 11.62

3 0.4 100 B-0.5 T 0.5 0.915 L6 0.500 0.569 0.00

4 0-4 100 L - 0.05 R - 0.95 0.609 L9 - 0.813 0.270 10.19

5 0.4 100 L-0.s R 0.5 0.482 u8 - 0.833 0.161 21.51

6 0.4 225 B-0.5 T-0.5 0.175 L5 - 0.s00 0.412 0.00

7 o.4 22s L - 0.05 R - 0.9s 0.655 L9 0.500 0.245 7.20

I 0.1 B-0.s T-0.5 0.794 L9 - 0.st'7 0.425 7.58

9 0.1 12.18 L 0.05 R-0.5 1.854 L9 * 0.683 0.985 42.36

t0 0.1 20.8s L - 0.05 R 0.95 0.709 L9 0.633 0.420 t6.67

11 0.1 100 B-0.5 T-0.5 0.819 L9 - 0-61'.1 0.416 4.61

72 0.1 100 L 0.05 R - 0.05 t.577 L9 -0.700 0.651 14.78

13 0.1 r00 L-0.5 R-0.5 0.284 u8 - 0.783 0.103 31.36

0.1 100 L - 0.05 R-0.s 0.281 u8 - 0.800 0.116 24.30

15 0.1 100 L - 0.05 R - 0.95 0.365 L6 - 0.750 0-t72 14.73

t6 0.1 225 B-0.5 T-0.s 0.135 u2 - 0.250 0.540 1.20

17 0.1 22s L - 0.05 R * 0.95 0-212 L6 0.800 0.093 20.s8

18 0.1 225 L - 0.05 R-0.5 0.140 u7 -0.9t'7 0.0s7 28.86

19 0.1 225 L-0.5 R- 0.5 0.2t2 u8 - 0.850 0.063 39.47

20 0.7 100 L-0.5 R 0.5 0.373 L3 - 0.833 0.164 21.80



6.3.1 Effect of the Tower Location Within the Domain

From the results obtained in Table 6.4 the following observations can be made regarding

the effect of the tower location within the domain with the same inlet and outlet locations.

When the inlet and outlet locations are at B 0.5 and T 0.5 and for the fwo possible

tower locations [centred (as : 0.4) and offset (a, : 0.1)], there is a small difference

between the maxirnum temperature values. Fo¡ mixed convection at Re, : 100, the two

cases compared were case 3 (ae = 0.4) and case 11 (ae: 0.1). For case 3, the maximum

temperature was 0.914 where the maximum temperatue fo¡ case 11 was 0.819. The

velocity vector plots for case 3 and case 11 are shown in Figures 6.13 and 6.14,

respectively.

Figure 6.13: Case 3, mixed convection cooling ße, : 100), ae:0.4, inlet B - 0. 5, and

outletT-0.5
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From Figure 6.13, the incoming ai¡ is diverled around the tower once impacting the lower

face of block 1 and it rejoins to exit the domain, also note that the flow is s).ry¡metric

about X: 0.5. There are numerous recirculation zones within the domain. There are two

smal1 clockwise recirculation zones in the upper and lower comers on the right hand side

of the domain. The opposite is seen in the left hand side of the domain, two counter-

clockwise recirculation zones appe& in the two comers. The flow directly beside the

tower on both sides of the domain is very complex and includes many recirculation

zones. Due to slmmetuy, the percentage of inlet flow between the blocks is 0 %.

Figure 6.14: Case 11, mixed convection cooling (Re,:100), ae:0.l,inletB-0.5,
and outlet T - 0. 5
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Figure 6.14 shows more interaction between the flow and the tower. There is a large

counterclockwise recirculation zone in the upper 1eft ha¡d side of the domain. The

percent of inlet mass flow between the blocks is 4.6I%o, and there is a small clockwise

recirculation zone between the inlet jet and block one.

Temperature contours or temperature isotherms are lines of constant temperatures in the

domain. The closer the temperature isotherms a¡e to each other the faster the temperature

change in the domain. Figures 6.15 a¡d 6.16 show the temperature contours of cases 3

and 1 1. All temperature contour plots presented have 20 contours, the vaiue of 0 for the

contour is shown in the scale labeled "theta" on the right hand side of the p1ot. The

domain is the square inside the larger rectangle and the blocks are visible in all the

temperatüe contour plots. Every second tempe¡ature contour is labeled in the plot and

the number is visible in the domain. Examining Figure 6.15, it can be seen that the

tempgrature contours are slmmetric about X- 0.5 and the maxirnum temperature occurs

by contour # 19 in the fifth cha¡rnel. We can clearly see the "bubble" of warm air that is

enclosed by contour # 2. The temperature contours for case 11, shown ìn Figure 6.16 are

very different from those in Figure 6.15 over the majority of the domain. On the left of
contour # 2 is at a very low 0 value of4.31E-02. The immediate area a¡ound the blocks

is where the temperature increases most rapidly. The maximum temperatue occurs in

channel 8 and is demonstrated by the area enclosed by contour # 19. Recaliing that the

percentage of inlst mass flow rate for case 11 is 4.67%,0 drops accordingly fiom 0.915

lor case 3 to 0.819 for case I l.
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The results were compared for mixed convection at Re, : 225, where case 6 (ae:0.4)
had a maximum temperâture of 0.775 and case 16 (as:0.I) had a marìmum temperature

of 0.735. The velocity vectors for cases 6 and 16 are shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.1g,

respectively.

Figre 6.17: Case 6, mixed convection coolin g (p.:e. - 225) for ae = 0.4, inlet B-0.5 and

outlet T-0.5

From Figure 6.17 it is see. that the flow is very complex ard stilt syrnmekic about x=
0.5. The incoming air impacts the lower su¡face of block 1 and travels up the side walls.

There are two pronounced recirculation zones on both sides of the upper part of the towe¡

and smaller recirculation near the bottom of the tower. There a¡e also recirculation zones

in each comer of the domain. The percentage of the inlet mass flow rate through the gaps
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between the blocks is 0%. In the case of an offset tower, shown in Figure 6.18, we see

that the ai¡ flows more directly from the inlet and the outlet. There is a large recirculation

zone in the upper left hand side of the domain. The flow in the region between the right

hand side of the tower and the right side is different from what might have been expected.

In this region, the air flows downward so that there is an ove¡all clockwise circulation of
flow a¡ound the tower. Air does flow through the cha¡nels formed by the blocks, the

percentage of the inlet mass flow rate through the charurels is -1.20%, the negative means

the air flows from right to left through the channels.

Figure 6.18: Case 16, mixed convection cooling (Fie.: 225) lor ae: 0.1, inlet B-0.5

and outlet T-0.5
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The temperature contours of the cases 6 and 16 are presented in Figures 6.19 and 6.20,

respectively. Figure 6.19 again demonstrates that the incoming air once impacting the

lower block flows around the domain forming a "bubble" a¡ound the tower. Because the

flow is at a higher velocity the larger recirculation zones near the top of the tower pull

more cool air and hence the top of the tower is at a lower temperature. The rnæ<imum

temperature for case 6 is d,n,* : 0.775, and it occurs in the fourth channel formed by the

blocks. Figure 6.20 is very different fi'om Figure 6.16. The incoming air at a higher

velocity creates a curtain of cold air demonstrated by contour #2, fhe temperafu e then

increases in the tower region and the mode of heating is similar to conduction of heat

through the air. The maximum temperature for case 16 is 4**:0.735 and it occurs in

the second channel. What is interesting to note fiom Table 6.4 is that although the

maximum temperature is slightly lower for case 16 compared to case 6, the average

temperature in the stack is higher in case 16 (0^,r:0.539) when compared to case 6 (0n 
":0.4r2).

The effect of the tower position was compared for the case of inlet L - 0.05 and outlet R

- 0.95. The two mixed-convection inlet Reynolds numbers (Re, : 100, 225) were

investigated. When comparing case 4 (as:0.4) to case 15 (as:0.L), withRe,:100,
inlet L - 0.05 and outlet R - 0.95, the maximum temperature of case 4 was d.n* : 0.609

and the maximum temperatue for case 15 dropped to d-o:0.365. The velocity vector

plots and the temperature contours will help explain why the temperature drops by

moving the tower from the centered (ae = 0.4) position to the offset position (as : O.l)-

The velocity vector plot for case 4 is shown in Figur e 6.2I and case 15 in Figure 6.22.
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Figure 6.21: Case 4, mixed convection cooling (Re, = 100) for ae:9.4, inlet L - 0.05

andoutletR-0.95

The majority of the incoming air of case 4 (Figure 6.21) flows undemeath the tower. The

flow through the channels decreases as ìffe go up the tower. There is one large

recirculation zone to the 1eft ofthe tower. There is another sma11 recirculation zone in the

bottom right comer of the domain. There ate numerous smali recirculation zones to the

right ofthe tower. The percentage ofinlet mass fiow rate that flows through the tower ís

70.19%.
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Figxe 6.22: Case 15, mixed convection cooling (Re,: 100) for as: 0.7, inlet L-0.05

and outlet R-0.95

Figwe 6.22 demonstrates a significant increase in the interaction between the air and the

tower. The¡e is a large counter-clockwise recìrculation on the left ha¡d side of the towe¡.

The flow travels upwards on both sides of the tower. The vectors in the cha¡nels indicate

that there is rnore flow traveling through the cha¡nels compared to the centered tower

case. The total percentage of the inlet mass flow rate tluough the towers increased from

70.19% 1n case 4 to 14.73% in case 15. Figtre 6.23 is a graph of the percentage of the

incoming air going through the chamels for cases 4 and 15. From Figure 6.23, it canbe

seen that for case 4 (hashed bars) the percentage of inlet mass flow rate decreases from a

maximum of about 3.3o/o in The bottom channel as we move up the tower; leading to the

maximum temperahre in the top channel. For case i5 (black bars), the percentage of
inlet mass flow rate decreases from cha¡nel one (3.60/o) to charmel four (1.01%) and

increases again from l.QlYo to 1.89o/o as we move up the tower. Thìs leads to the
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maximum temperatüe in channel 5. The flow rate through all channels is higher for case

15 than for case 4, except fo¡ channel 4.

The significant increase in the total flow rate through the charnels in case 15 compared to

case 4 resulted in a signifìcant drop in 0."*. Figures 6.24 al'td 6.25 are the temperature

contours for cases 4 and 15, respectively. Figare 6.24 shows that the left hand side ofthe

domain is at a low temperature and the maximum temperature occurs in the highest

channel in the tower (dn** : 0.609). In Figure 6.25, the greater part of the domain is at a

low temperature as seen by contour #2 enclosing the tower. The maximum temperatüe

occurs in the fifth charmel (d-"-:0.365).
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Figure 6.23: Percentage of inlet mass flow rate flowing through each channel for

case 4 and case 15
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When comparing case 7 (as: 0.4) to case 17 (as: 0.1), Ple" = 225, inlet L - 0.05 a¡d

outlet R - 0.95. The maximum temperature of case 7 was 0.655 and the maximum

temperature for case 17 dropped to 0.262. Again, the velocity vector plots arid the

temperatue contours will help to explain why the temperature drops by rnoving the tower

from the centered (ae:0.4) position to the offset position (ae= 6.1¡. The velocity vector

plot for case 7 is shown in Fi gtre 6.26 and case l7 inFìgtre 6.27.

Figre 6.26: Case 7, mixed convection cooling (Re" : 225) for ae:0.4, inlet L-0.05

and outlet R-0.95

The flow for case 7 is simila¡ to case 4 (Figure 6.21). The majority of the air flows

undemeath the tower, and there is a large counter-clockwise recirculation zone on the lefl

hand side of the tower. There is a small recirculation zone in the lower right comer and
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case 7 has numerous small recirculation zones to the right ofthe tower. The percentage

of inlet mass flow rate flowing through the channels |s 7 .20%.

Fìgtre 6.27 shows that there is again more interaction between the flow and the tower

and there is a large recirculation zone to the left of the tower. The flow is upward on both

sides of the tower and the percentage of inlet mass flow rate that flows through the

challnels is 20.580/".

Figxe 6.27: Case l7 , rnixed convection cooling (Re":225) for ae: 0.1, ìnlet L-0.05

and outlet R-0.95

Figures 6.28 and 6.29 show the temperature contour plots for cases 7 and Lj,

respectively. Figure 6.28 shov/s the percentage of mass flow rate through the charurels

for cases 7 a¡Ld 17. The results of Figure 6.28 are similar to those of Figure 6.23. For
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case 7, Tlte percentage of mass flow rate through the cha¡nels decreases as we go up the

tower fiom 3.65Y.]n channel 1to 0% in channel 8. For case 17, the flow decreases from

a maximum of 8.09% down to 0.'73%o tn channel hve and back tp to 2.5IYo in channel

nine.

Looking at Figue 6.29, contour #2 passes on the bottom of block one and on the left

hand side ofblocks 1 though 5. The temperature on the left side on the tower is low and

the maximum temperature occurs in the last channel of the tower with omax: 0.655. For

case 17 (Figure 6.30), the maximum temperature occurs in chamel 5 with 0-* :0.262,

similar to case 15.

% inlet mass flow rate through channels

3456
o/o of inlet mass flow rate

Figure 6.28: Percentage ofinlet mass flow rate flowing through each chan¡el for

case 7 and case 17
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The final comparison of the effect of tower position was done for the cases of the inlet

and outlet positioned at L - 0.5 and R * 0.5, respectively. From the previous

comparisons it appeared that the best position for the tower is aT ae: 0.1. This was

investigated again with the inlet Relnold's nurnber equal to 100; case 5 (ae:0.4) aú
case 13 (ae = 0.1). Also, the to\¡/er was moved to the left hand side of the domain in case

20 (ae:0.7) to see the effect that this would have on the velocity and temperature

distribution.

Figures 6.31, 6.32 and 6.3 3 show the velocity vectors for cases 5,13 andZ0, respectively.

Figure 6.3 1 : Case 5, mixed convection cooling (Reo : 100) for ae : 0.4, inlet at L-0.5

and outlet at R-0.5
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Figxe 6.32: Case 13, mixed convection cooling (Re, : 100) for ae= 0.1, inlet at L-0.5

and outlet at R-0.5

Figure 6.33: Case 20, mixed convection cooling (Re, = i 00) fo¡ ¿p = 0 .7 , it1letL-{.5

andoutletR-0.5
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All three cases have a high interaction behveen the incoming air and the tower; however,

they all have different temperatüe distributions and maximum temperature values. For

case 5 (ae : 0.4) the maximum temperature is 0.482, for case 13 (ae = 0.1) the maximum

temperature is 0.284 and for case 20 (as:0.7) the maximum temperature is 0.373. Cases

5 and 20 have very similar tower average temperatures, Oour:0.161 for case 5, and 0"u, =

0.164 for case 20. The tower average temperature for case 13 was 0""r:0.103.

In Case 5 (Figure 6.31) the air coming in at I : 0.5 encounters the tower and divides so

rnuch of it flows around the tower. The bulk of the flow goes around the bottom and the

top of the tower, while the remainde¡ flows through the charurels. This action forms two

pronounced recirculation zones in the left hand side of the domain, the top recirculation

zone flows counter-clockwise and the bottom recirculation zone flows clockwise. There

are smaller recirculation zones to the right of the tower. The total percentage of mass

flow rate that flows through the tower is 21.51%, with more air flowing through the

bottom 4 channels than the top four chalnels.

Figure 6.32 shows the flow encorurtering the tower and agaìn the bulk of the air flowing

above and below the tower, with the remainder flows through the tower and joining near

the outlet. Again, there are two large recirculation zones in the domain. The totai

percentage of inlet mass flow rate to flow through the towers is 3L36% and the flow for

case 13 is higher in all the charurels when compared to cases 5 and 20.

When locating flre tower near the inlet in case 20 (Figure 6.33), we are forcing the air to

flow through the channels of the tower. The velocity vector plot indicates that the air

flows above, below the tower, and through the charmels of the tower. When iooking at

the percentage of inlet mass floiv rate through the charurels we see that the flow in

channels 4 ard 5 are at high values of 7.13%o and 6.24%, respectively, while the airflow

in the other cha¡nels does not increase past 1.6%. of the inlet flow
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Figure 6.34: Percentage ofiniet mass flow ¡ate flowing through each cha¡le1 for cases 5,

13 and 20

Figure 6.34 is a graph of the percentage of tle mass flow rate through the channels. As

demonstr¿ted before, the case with the lowest maximum temperature had the highest

percentage ofinlet mass flÕw rate flowing through the channels. Lr addition, the position

of the tower that takes advantage of the flow is the cases where ¿p = 0.1.

The temperature contour plots are shown in Figures 6.35, 6.36 and 6.3j for cases 5, 13

and 20, respectively. The maximurn temperature for cases 5 and 13 occur in a simila¡

spot, the upper surface ofblock 8. F¡om Figure 6.34, channel 8 is the chanlel with the

lowest value of percentage of inlet mass flow rate compared to the other chairnels.

Similarly for case 20 the maximum temperature occurs on the lower face of block 3, and

cha¡nel two is the chal]lel with the lowest percentage of inlet mass flow rate when

compared to the other cha¡urels. since the flow rates through the different channels is not

slmmetric about I: 0.5, tho temperatures in the domain will not be s)rynmetric about I:
0.5 and is denonstrated in the Figures.
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6.3.2 Passive Versus Mixed Convection Cooling

Passive versus mixed convection results for Geometry 2 were compared. From Table 6.4,

cases 9 (Reo - 12.78), 14 (Re, : 100) and 18 @e, = 225) were selected since increasing

the inlet mass flow rate sìgnificantly decreases the maximum temperature. A1l three cases

had the same tower position ¿ç : 0.1 and inlet and outlet positions [inlet, L - 0.05; outlet,

R - 0.51. Figures 6.38, 6.39 and 6.40 show the velocity vector plots for cases 9, 14 and

18, respectively.

Figure 6.38: Case 9, passive cooling @eo: 12.7 8) for ae: 0.1, inlet L-0.05

and outlet R-0.5
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Figure 6.39: Case 14, mixed convection cooling (Re, : 100) foras:0.1, inlet L-0.05

and outlet R-0.5

Figure 6.40: Case 18, mixed convection cooling (Re,:225) for ae: 0.1, inlet L-0.05

and outlet R-0.5
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When comparing the three velocity vector plots it is seen that for passive cooling, the air

movement in the domain is minimal; whereas the mixed convection velocity vector plots

are very similar and would be indistinguishable without labels. The difference between

the plots ìs the magnitude of the vectors in the plots.

This difference in magnitudes leads to the different temperature contours in the domains.

For case 9 ß"o: 12.78), the maximum temperature is 1.854, case 14 (Reo = 100) has a

maximum temperature of 0.282 and case 18 (Reo = 225) has a maximum temperatue of

0.140. Figures 6.41,6.42 ancl 6.43 show the temperature contours for cases 9, 14 and 18,

respectively. In Figure 6.41, temperature stratification is clearly demonstrated on the

left-hand side, where the temperature increases as we move up along the dor¡ain. The

highest temperatures are found in the upper right hand comer of the domain between the

8ù and 9tl' block.

The temperature distributions ofcases 14 and 18 are similar but the temperatures in case

18 are lower. Fignre 6,44 shows the percentage of mass flow through the channels of

cases 9, 14 and 18. Cases 14 and 18 demonstrate similar pattems with high percentage of

mass flow rate through the first cha¡nel and then decreasing as we move up the tower.

The total percentage of iniet mass flow rate through the channeis for case 9 was 42.360/o,

case 14 was 31.36%, and for case 18 was 28.86%. For Geometry 2, the combination of

ae: 0.1, inlet L-0.05, and outlet R-0.5 produced the lowest values of 9-u* for forced-

convection cooling (d-o : 0.281 at Re, : 166 and dn,o : 0.140 at Reo = 225). For

passive cooling, the combination that gave the most effective cooling was as: 0.I,1nleI

L-0.05, and outiet R-0.95- It must be noted that the combination that was most effective

in forced-convective cooling tumed out to be the least effective for passive cooling.
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Figure 6.44: Percentage of mass flow rate flowing through each channel for cases 9, 14

and 18

6.3.3 Effect of the Location of Inlet and OuUet Ports

As seen earlier for Geometry 1, the locations of the inlet and outlet have a sigrificant

impact on the velocity in the domain and hence an impact on the temperature distribution.

Two previously presented cases will be compared ìn this section. Case 17 [inlet L- 0.05,

outlet R - 0.95, Re, :225, ae: 0.11 had a maximum temperatwe of 0.262 and case 18

[inietL-0.05,outletR-0.5,Reo:225,ae=0.1]hadamaximumtemperatureof0.140.

By lowering the outlet from a height of 0.95 to 0.5 on the right hand side it decreased the

temperahfe significantly. The velocity vector graphs and temperature contours are

presented in Figures 6.22 arñ 6.24 for case 15 and Figures 6.40 arrd 6.43 for case 18.

The inlet and outlet positions that produced the lowest temperatures in the stack were L -
0.05 and R - 0.5, as demonstrated in this section. This can also be confirmed by

comparing the temperatures among cases 11, 14 and 15.
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6.4 Geometry 3

For Geometry 3 seen in Figure 6.45, it was decided to obtain results for a geometry that is

closer to the original problem in the valve hali. Referring to Figure 3.1, Geometry 3

corresponds Io a1: aj - 0.1, a5:0.7, a6 = 0.06, az = 0.1, at: 0.03, ae- 0.I, a1t) - 0.1I,

M : 3, Gr = 6.'7 5E+6 and N: 9. Three towers vr'ere positioned inside the domain and the

only variables were the inlet mass flow rate and the positions of the inlet and outlets

ports. When looking at Figve 6.45, the tower on the left hand side is referred to as T1

the center tower is referred to as T2, and the tower to the right is referred to as T3.

There is only one case of passive cooling to determhe if passive conditions would have

an impact on the velocity and temperature distributions. The locations of the inlet a¡d

outlet poÍs that were examined can be found in the Table 6.5. Cases 3 and 7 were for

inlet and outlet conditions that did not provide a converged solution and were not

included in the repof. A1so, for case 6 the location of the inlet was placed on the bottom

ofthe left hand side and the outlet v/as placed on the bottom of the right hand side, this is

ar uuealistic placement ofan outlet and therefore caused a very stratified flow and very

high temperarures in the domain.

Run 5, the case of Reo = 100, Inlet L - 0.05, Outlet R - 0.95, resulted in the iowest

maximum temperatue of 0.629. The vector plot can be seen in Figure 6.46 and the

temperatue contour plot can be seen in Figrxe 6.47
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Table 6.5: Results from Geomeky 3

cåse

1

Re^

2

37.68

4

5

Tnlel

00

6

B-0.5

00

8

D

00

-0
L - 0.05

Outlet

00

L - 0.05

T-0.5

00

L - 0.05

T-0.5
R-0.5

L-0.s

c

R - 0.95

0.931

R - 0.05

0.637

0.791

R-0.5

T.nnrfinn

L9 -0.5.T2

0.629

L9 - 0.s.T2

10 ñ4

L9

0.735

- 0.67s

L9 - 0.675,T1

L9 - 0.5.T2

T.l

u8 - 0.775. T3

0.531

T2

A

0.314

T2 T3

0.356

0.536

0.350

0.381

6.306

0.429

0.s06

7o inlet mass flow rate

0.167

0.374

0.314

6.382

T1

0.288

4.1

0.3 81

0.283

4.13

I

6-707

5.94

T2

0.426

1.18

4.44

0.00

4.10

T3

O.JJ

21.23

-4.20

s.15

3.60

2r.00

14.29

8.81

2.04

22.01.
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Figure 6.45: Geometry 3
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Figure 6.46: Case 5, mixed convection cooling ße,: 100), inlet L-0.05 and

outiet R-0.95

The velocity vectors ìn Figure 6.46 show incoming air being int¡oduced into the domain

fiom the bottom left corner and the air flows upward in the vertical spaces formed by the

three to$/ers. The air then rejoins and flows through the outlet.

The temperature contours shown in Figure 6.47 demonstrate that the velocity contours

shown in Figure 6.46 have most of the domait at a 1ow temperatue. For example

temperature contour # 10 (0 = 0-298) is near the top of the domain on the right hand side

of tower one. The temperature contours demonstrate that the maximum temperature

occurs in the charurel formed by blocks 8 and 9 in tower 1.
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The second lowest maximum temperatüe occurred in case 2 [Re, : 100, inlet B - 0.5,

outlet T 0.51, where the maximum temperature was 0.637. The velocity plot for run 2

is shown in Figure 6.47.

Figure 6.48: Case 2, mixed convection cooling (Re, =100), inlet B-0.5 and outlet T-0.5

The incoming air shown in Figure 6.48 impacts the lower surface of block 1 in the middle

tower and then the flow continues upward in each of the vertical spaces formed by the

towers. The temperature contours are shown in Figure 6.49.
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Figure 6.49: Temperature contours for case 2, mixed convection (Re,:l00), intet B-0.5
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When comparing the temperature distributions of the two cases, the observation would be

that both have similar distributions of temperature. The temperature surrounding the

towers in the domain is around contours # 8 (0 = 0.23) to # 10 (0 = 0.30), and where the

towers are the temperatue rises accordingly and especially in the channels between the

blocks. The maximum temperatures occur in different places, for mn 5 the maximum

temperature occurs in the last channel formed by the blocks of tower one and fo¡ run 2

the maximum temperature occurs in the last charnel formed by the blocks of tower 2.

For Geometry 2 the locatìon of inlet a¡d outlet that \xas most effective in cooling the

tower was L - 0.05 and R - 0.5. This did not continue for Geometry 3. The velocity

vector plot and the tenperature contour plots are shown in Figures 6.50 a¡d 6.51,

respectively.

Figure 6.50: Case 4, mixed convection cooling (Re, :100), inlet L-0.05 and outlet R-0.5
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From Figure 6.50, the velocity vector plot shows the incoming air mostly blpassing the

first two towers. From Table 6.5, The percentage of inlet mass flow ¡ate to flow through

the towers increases for each tower, from 5.941:, tn tower i, 6.33'/o ìn tower 2 and up to

21.O%o in Tower 3. However the maximum temperåture occurs in tower 2 and has a value

ofO-*:0.791. The average 0 values in the three towers varies, 0uur:0.356 for tower 1,

0u," : 0.429 for tower 2, and 0u," = 0.288 for tower 3. The higher average values lie in

tower 2 and therefore has the value of maximum temperature.

Case 8 where the inlet and outlet ivere at L - 0.5 and R - 0.5, respectively, was also

studied. The velocity vector plot is seen in Figure 6.52 and the temperature contour plots

15 Seen m -Flgufe ô.J J.

Figure 6.52: Case 8, mixed convection cooling (Re, :100), inlet L-0. 5 and outlet R-0.5
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From Figure 6.52, il can be seen that the flow comes in at I: 0.5 and the flow is forced

to flow through the channels of the three towers. From Table 6.5, the percentage of inlet

mass flow rate that flows through the channels was 27.23%o for tower 1, 14.29% for tower

2 ønd 22.01 for tower 3. The average temperature increases from tower 1 to tower 3, 0"",

:0.167fortower 1,0",r= 0.381 for tower 2 and Ø,,":0.426 fortower3.

From the comparisons of the cases listed in Table 6.5, the case that had the lowest

maximum temperature was case 5 (0.,"* = 0.629). However, the second lowest marimum

temperatlue was obtained with case 2 (0^ " 
: 0.637). Case 2 has inlet and outlet

positions at B - 0.5 and T - 0.5 and these positions had hìgh maximum temperah:res in

Geometries I and 2.
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Chapter 7

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Summary

A numerical investigation was conducted on a two dimensional cavity with an inlet and

outlet openings enclosing heat generating bodies. The effect on the velocity and

temperature distributions caused by the numbe¡ of towers, position of the tower, size of

tower, inlet mass flow rate, and the location of inlet and outlet was studied. Th¡ee

different geometries were studied based on the generic description @igure 3.1).

Geometry 1 was a single tower formed by four blocks (Figure 6.1); geometry 2, a single

tower formed by nine blocks (Figure 6.12) and geometry 3 was three towers each formed

by nine blocks @igure 6.afl. Air was used as the coolant and was introduced at three

different velocities. For geometry I the location of tower, inlet mass flow rate, and

location of inlet and outlet were studied. The location of tower, inlet mass flow rate and

location of inlet and outlet were studied for geometry 2. For geometry 3 the inlet mass

flow rate and the location of inlet and outlet were studied. The thesis presents the results

of these studies and serves as the basis for a three dimensional numerical study of the

valve hails of the Dorsey conveder station currently underway.

1.1 Conclusions

The following conclusions were extracted ftom the results of the three geometries.

7.2,1 Geometry 1

1. Tower iocation within the domain keeping the inlet mass flow rate and inlet and

outiet positions constant had a significaat impact on the velocity ând temperatue

distribution as discussed in section 6.1.1. Results were obtained for six different stack

positions with mixed convection (Re, =160r, inlet at B-0.5 and outlet T-0.5. The di¡ect

result of moving the tower is the air movement near and through the stack. To ma.rimize

the cooling effectiveness, the tower has to be positioned so that there is increased flow

through the channels fomed by the stack and flowilg near the stack.
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2. In most applications inc¡eased flow rates result in higher velocities, higher heat

transfer coefficients and consequently, improved cooling characteristics. Passive versus

mixed convection cooling was investigated for Geometry 1. It was found that when

comparing results of passive and mixed-convection cooling for the same stack position

and the same inlet and outlet position lhe increased flow rate improved the heat transfer

which 1ed to lower temperatures. However, the results aiso demonstrate that a higher

velocity does not necessarily provide higher cooling rates. The case where passive

cooling provided a lower maximum temperature was discussed in detail.

3. Cases having the same inlet mass flow rate and the tower position, the effect of

the location of inlet and outlet ports was investigated. The importance of the location of

the inlet and outlet porls is demonstrated as the same amount of mass flow rate can

significantly reduce the average and maximum temperatures when the mass flow is

int¡oduced into the domain at different locations.

'l.2.2 Geometry 2

4. The effect of the tower position was studied for Geometry 2 and stated previousiy

the position of the to\¡/er had to maximize the flow flowing near and through the tower.

Several cases were compared and the optimal position for the single tower with nine

blocks was closest to the left hand side of the domain (ae = 0.1).

5. The results for a particuial set if inlet and outlet conditions were compared and

the inlet mass flow rate corresponding to Reo : 225 was best suited to cool the tower.

The air a¡ound a¡d through the tower was maximized resulting in lower tower

temperaturgs.

6. For Geometry 2 the inlet location did not have a significalt impact on the

temperature distributìon. However, the outlet location did have art impact on the

tempe¡ature distribution. Lowering the outlet from a height of 0.95 to 0.5 on the right
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hand side it decreased the temperature signihcantly. The results are discussed in section

6.2.3

7,2,3 Geometry 3

7. The cases discussed for Geometry 3 did not produce a satisfactory answer to the

best possible location of inlet and outlet. The second lowest temperatue was obtained

for a B-0.5 to T-0.5 flow which is contradíctory to the results of the other geometries- In

addition the inlet and outlet location that provided the lowest maximum temperature were

located at L-0.05 and R-0.95.

7.3 Recommendations

Recommendations for future work with heat generating blocks in a square cavity with

inlet and outlet openings would be to extend the domain in three dimensions to make the

domain closer to the valve halls at the Dorsey convefter station and to study the impact of

the idet and outlet openings for Geometry 3.
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